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1. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study were to:

* Review the characteristics of various statistical entities of radiation patterns,

* Improve the technical representation and definition of a figure of merit or "quality
factor" for antenna patterns,

* Develop an improved understanding of the distribution of pattern gain values,

* Determine the need for antenna pattern statistical data for the antenna design
engineer, for sponsors, for historical record purposes, and for link analysis
applications,

* Attempt to keep the statistical characterization of radiation patterns simple (with
the fewest numbers) and meaningful for the antenna design engineer and for the
communications systems engineer,

* Develop in connection with these goals, an improved "antenna pattern statistical
summary" which is a record of each measured antenna.

2. BACKGROUND

This report is an update on the title subject (see references below). Several aspects of
pattern statistics as used in the past are presented in improved or modified form; for example,
quality factor and standard deviation.

S.T. Li. Memorandum: -Pattern Range Output." ser 8112/ 5, NOSC. 4 May 1981,

F.A. Thowlcss, Memorandum: "Definitions for Radiation Pattern Statistics," ser
8122 95-81. NOSC. 31 Dec 1981.

J W. Rockway. Memorandum: "Pattern Range Output." ser 811/ 311 NOSC, 29 May
1977.

"Statistical Analysis of Antenna Radiation Patterns. Final Report." (unpublished)
NOSC. 9 Sep 1983. written by Mike Nabcr but not so indicated on the document.

3. RADIATION PATTERN OF COMBINED POLARIZATIONS

The ionosphere Is an anisotropic medium that alters (with vcnr few exceptions) the
polarilation of aly hr sky uavc signal refracted from the ionosphere. Ikcause of this behavior.
know1cdie of the individual component polaritations (i.e.. vertical or horiontal) of an antenna
is of limited value, other than requiring vertical polarization for ground wave propagation. A
radiation pattern representing the total power radiated is more meaningful than patterns idi-
vidually reprsNcming F, (vertical) polariation and E" thoriontal) polaritation.

Slie field gain of the total power pattern. in a givcni spatial direction. is derived from
data points of vcrtical and horionial radiation patterns. This field gain for space wave (sky
waIe) propagation is:

V,=(~:•lgi'' I



where

Ig012 = power equivalent of the data point of gain for vertical polarization

= log-' (G0/10), (la)

where Go is the measured dB value of gain for vertical polarization and

Ig4[12 = power equivalent of the data point of gain for horizontal polarization

= log-' (GO/ 10), (lb)

where G. is the measured dB value of gain for horizontal polarization.

The dB equivalent of gj is: Gj = 20 log (gj). (2)

The gain reference for the measured patterns at the Antenna Pattern Range (APR) is
the maximum amplitude (near 0 deg elevation) measured for a quarter wavelength vertical
monopole over a good conducting ground plane at the frequencies of calibration. For the
antenna pattern statistical summary, the gain reference will remain as described above. For
quality factor and for link analysis applications, gain relative to an isotropic radiator is used.
These two gain references are related as:

Gd4 = Glaq + 5.161 dB . (3)

For ground wave pattern statistics, only the vertical polarization patterns at 5 deg
(or lower) elevation angle arc used. The ground wave field gain for a data point from these
patterr.> is:

'9_1 • = l eA log I (G O'20). (4)

4. QUALITY FACTOR (QF)

Quality factor in current and past usage describes only the circularity of the conical-cut
tgmterns how well each pattern radiates uniformly toward all alimuths. Note that a nearly

perfcitly circular pattern call have a very low gain and still be tagged with a very high quality
factor. This should not be,

A ocw proposed quality factor includes the circular quality, and a gain quality factor
that also compctnsates for (excludes) he 1anteina impedance Inistuatch loss at the frequenfy of
me-asuremelt. The new proposed quality factor is cotceptually expressed as:

QF = (CIRCULt.AR QUALITY) x ((;AIN QUALITY) = CQ - GQ.

Quality factor is determined n ( the basis of the distribution of RF power in the hemis-
phere. Consequently. all gain values employed for qualihy factor Zcircular and gain qualities)
are power gains. Power gain is represented by symbol g in Section 4 of this report. Elsewhere
in the report. g represents field soltage) gain.

2



4.1 CIRCULAR QUALITY

Circular quality is a measure of the amount of pattern power gain that falls below the
average power gain, expressed such that 1.0 represents a perfect circular pattern, and with
decreasing values representing worsening irregularity of the pattern shape. The circular quality
of a single conical-cut pattern at a given elevation angle, k&, is:

IN[
Circular = CQ 1--- = l1- (6)
Quality L 0

where

N = number of measured data points of gain, typically 360 for a conical-
cut pattern (uniformly spaced every degree in azimuth)

j = jth measured data point

gj = power gain of the j1h data point relative to isotropic

= log' (Gj/ 10) (6A)

gý, = mean (average) power gain of the conical-cut pattern (at elevation
angle 0)

N

I- # (6B)
N j=l

(!•' ) = only power gain (gj) valucs less than the mean gain of the conical-cut
(9, pattern (go) are coiuidered for circular quality (i.e.. the ratio is less

than 1.0).

4.2 GAIN QUALITY RATIO, UNCORRECTED FOR MISMATCH LOSS

Occasionally the average gain of a conical-cut pattern is very low. This can occur
when the e% ation angle of a conical-cut pattern coincides with a null (more noticeable in a
vertical-plane pattern) due to vertical-plane lobing. This type of null can result from current
phase reversals on the antenna. comnmnonly occurring when an antenna structure b•comnis
greater than a half wavelength.

The vertical-plane radiation pattern of a quarter-wavc vertical monopole srvcs as the
gain reference for determining the gain quality of conical-cut pattens at all measured elevation
angles. To account for the effects of pattern gain on quality factor, the mean power gain of a
,:onical-cut pattern measured at a given elevation angle is compared to the power gain of an
ideal quarter wave monopole at the same elevation angle. This comparison is called the gain
quality ratio (Eq. 7).

Thus gain quality ratio, uncorrected for mismatch loss, is given as:

90
GQ• = , (3



where

gp = mean power gain of the conical-cut pattern at elevation angle 1,

gq= = pattern power gain of an ideal quarter-wave reference monopole at the same
elevation angle, i#.

The radiation pattern of a hemispherically isotropic radiator conceivably could be used
for a reference. However, the quarter-wave monopole was chosen because: (1) most all ship-
board hf antennas are monopoles or variants thereof, (2) of the need to have more gain at
lower elevation angles than at higher angles for ground wave and long range sky wave propa-
gation, and (3) there is little need to radiate as much power overhead as toward the horizon.

When the need arises to consider the quality of pattern coverage for near-vertical inci-
dence, then admittedly the null at zenith, where the reference monopole gain is zero, becomes a
problem. When measured near vertical incidence, pattern information beco, ,.es commonplace;
then this overhead area may be treated in a special manner for quality factor determinination.
It is not addressed at this time.

4.3 IMPEDANCE MISMATCH CONSIDERATIONS

The 35-ft whips, commonly used as receiving antennas, have very large impedance
mismatch losses at some frequencies, especially at the lower hf frequencies, These losses
normally do not cause significant degradation of the receiving system's signal-to-noise ratio
because of the high levels of atmospheric or man-made noise (though they are considered for
lint; analysis).

Transmitting antennas, if serious mismatch losses exist, are used with fixed impedance
matching networks or antenna tuners. In either case, antenna mismatch loss does not impact
quality factor, and its effect upon antenna gain is removed.

The relative amount of power reflected (not radiated) is the power reflection coefficient,

p'. which is related to the standing-wave-ratio (SWR) as presented in Eq. (8).

power reflection coefficient P - 1 (SWR-8)

SWR+I/

Antennas on the i: 4-scale ship models are measured without impedance matching
devices of any kind. Any impedance mismatch loss will manifest itself a•s a dcrease in
measured antenna gain. The effect of mismatch loss upon measured antenna gain of the model
antcnas is compensated for in order to achievv a more accurate gain quality value.

Two ways exist to determine mismatch Ioss. Tlie conventional method is from impe-
dance measurements. typicaily done when the ship model is at the "impedance pit" for antenna
impedance and coupling *nearurcments. The other rnethod is to calculate the nnisAtch loss
from a set of conicak-ut radition ,%atterns for a given frequency.

4.4 MISMATCH LOSS DERIVED FROM RADIATION PATTERNS

SWR and impedance mismatch loss can be calculated from a tt of conical-cut
patterns, The requi,•ement is that the st of patients adequately accounts for (or represents)
the distribution of the radia-cd power In space.

4



The concept derives from the following logic and assumptions:

(1) The average power gain at each measured elevation angle is determinable from
the respective conical-cut pattern.

(2) The amount of area of the hemisphere represented by each conical-cut pattern is
determinable. The assumption made is that the statistics of the pattern are repre-
sentative of the radiation throughout the limited horizontal band of area that
extends above and below the elevation angle of the pattern (see Figure 1).

(3) The product of the average pattern gain of a conical-cut pattern and the relative
area represented by each pattern is equal to the amount of rf power within that
area relative to the total radiated power.

(4) The sum of these gain-area products (a total of six in the examples that follow) is
the total rf power radiated. The sum should be 1.0. (Stated in another manner:
all the power being radiated is accounted for by the radiation patterns).

(5) Usually, however, the sum of the gain-area products will be less than 1.0, meaning
a loss of some kind exists.

(6) The antenna models and the brass ship models are virtually loss-less (no resistive
losses).

(7) The power not accounted for (in (5) above) is power not being radiated. Assum-
ing no resistive losses associated with the antenna or its immediate environment,
the loss must therefore be the reflected power due to the impedance mismatch loss
of the antenna under test.

(8) Being more specific, at the coax-antenna interface, the following condition exists:

power reflected = power incident - power transmitted, (9)

ZE•NITH

-514.

9 • HORIZON

LOCATION

C 9415- AMOUNT OF SOLIDO ANGLE. ut•lISPIMRICAi A06A)

PRIRf-P NTEO liv TV,* SIX AREAS

Figure 1. Side-view teptewntataon of hemm.tl-iee fot piattern memiut;rnentI. showtng (1)

elevalton angICS 2. CuttMntv uWed Of onhcal-cut patterns (5ý'. t0'. ?20 . etc.). (2) elevation

wigles betwcn tho conical -cut patuern angltes where the &ares be[ ,Awn meamtuement anlg.4,

are div-ded equally 17,5. 14.9, etc.). aM (3) the relative atea teptewnte•, by each conical.

Cut pattern (0.130. 0.127. etc.,.



or

Pref : Pine - Pt (10)

(9) Other relationships:

Transmitted power = Pt = (1 - p2) Pi (11)

Pt PrtnI
Mismatch loss - - - I I -p 2  (12)

Pinc Pinc

where

p2 : power reflection coefficient

p voltage reflection coefficient.

Now we will took at the areas of the hemisphere represented by the conical-cut
patterns. Figure I portrays a side view of the hemisphere of antenna radiation pattern
measurements (since radiation patterns are ineasured at a fixed, though arbitrary. far-field
distance). Table I lists the itens and values to be discussed.

Table I. Antenna radistion pattern parameters,

F1cvAtt0€" RCIAII\e fle|-t-tio An&k Thlt Relativv Amount of
Angte of .Arto Holw|%1 the Area Arca of 1|cmisphthe

Co(ic.1-Cut Iktuven 0' tWteccn Adjocentt Rkpfcmitcd bt
Pattern 4tw 0 Conlical.Cut Angtes Conica..Cut Paittn

tuin O,- in 4i j)) K #

(E.k'pt Upper &
0 in o . tower ateaj)

Equ~atito - to -use

5* a•27,494 •mi.n 5*0 o sn 10t) 0.1no
IO' 0 71Y& I14,04 jA(tn "M Xi 5') 011?

0 .14t 'lei)Y -10 On 10) 0 1011

W 0 TO, It $71 44in 60* kin MA') 0.ISI
IW EWw 70.99* ýýsan WO -. in 45*) 0.1589

*~t mnr )( mn mn 0. 1 *sn '):0.9

Note- ahout 5%. of the Wora1CC (I - K -- 1 0 9454 % 0.054) 1t fto ritntrd (the area
aboe 70 99*) for this pa(ticular NEI of Conic-alCut paattC. UI-or our ptirpras, it is awn.md that
the radiation carvage and belavior ahave 70 9. tICatlve to the ret'eC{.e pattel" ofa qvarter
wave monopok. c• omripratbl to what o,.wr• bow 7099'. Fow S& of the heuzipbc lcav ore.
age, tuwh ao aoutflflson it 4M rnirotal ruk



The six elevation angles currently used for patterns are marked in Figure 1 at 5, 10, 20,
"0, 45, and 60 deg. This selection of angles is such that each represents approximately (very
roughly) an equal area of the hemisphere. Or stated differently, if a hemispherically isotropic
radiator were located at the "antenna location," then the sampling at each conical-cut pattern
(angle) would be representative of roughly equal rf power. The relative amount of hemispheri-
cal area between 0 deg (horizon) and any elevation, f, is proportional to sin 1, (see Table 1,
second column). The KO values in Table ! are the relative amounts of the area of the hemis-
phere represented by each of the six conical-cut patterns.

The horizontal lines of Figure 1 marked with degrees as 7.5, 14.9, etc., represent the
angular distance (elevation angle) that divides the area between adjacent conical-cut angles into
two equal areas. The assumption made for determining rf power within each band is that the
radiation pattern and its sZatistics at a given conical-cut angle is representative of the area
bounded by adjacent boundaries. For example, the radiation pattern at 30 deg is assumed to
be representative of at all elevation angles between 24.9 and 37.1 deg. The 7 1-deg line is the
upper limit in this example, and the area between 60.0 and 71.0 deg is identical to the area
between 51.8 and 60.0 deg.

The angle, A, that divides the area between two adjacent conical-cut patterns into two
equal areas is (see Table 1, third column):

/ sin 0j,, - sin 0j) (14)A =sin-1  2 '(14

2/

where

0j elevation angle of 'lower conical-cut pattern

0j., = elevation angle of higher adjacent pattern.

The relative amount of area of the hemisphere represented by a given conical-cut
pattern, at elevation angle, 0i,, is therefore:

K•= 1/2 [(sin ifr,+1 - sin V/) + (sin sj÷2 - Sin Vlj+1)] (15)

Note that the sum of K. values should be 1.00, but for this given set of conical-cut
patterns the tota, accounts for 94.54ý`X. of the hemisphere (Table 1, fifth column). The approx-
imately.5% not represented is the area above 71 deg. For our purposes for QF determination,
it is assumed that above 71 deg the radiation coverage relative to the reference pattern of a
quarter-.wave rtionopole is similar (in quality factor sense) as to what occurs below 71 deg.
For 5% of the hemisphkric coverage, in an aret, with normally little radiated power from
vertical-monopole-type antennas, surl, an assumption is of minimal risk.

As a demonstration of the accG,;nting Ior all radiated power, an example is given in
'Fable 2. Also refer to Figure 1. The average power gain of each conical-cut pattern is listed in
the second column of Table 2. The product of this average power gain and the relative
amount of hemispheric coverage (third column) is shown in the last column. Summing the

7



values of the last column gives the relative amount of radiated powcr (0.760) for the six areas
represented by the patterns (0.945, see Figure 1). The total radiated power is obtained by
accounting for the "non-represented" area (5%) by the ratio:

P 0.760
-= -=0.804 = Pt, (16)

K 0.945

where Pt is the power transmission coefficient, or the fraction of power transmitted across the
antenna terminal-transmission line interface (because of mismatch loss).

Table 2. An accounting of all idiated power for an example set
of mean power gains from v set of patterns.

Mean
Elevation of Power Gain Relative Relative Power
Conical-Cut of Patterns Hemispherical Represerwed by each

Pattern (Example) Area Coverage Conical-Cut Pattern
- 94 g Kd Pq, = go, Kt

50 1.35 0.130 0.176

100 1.24 0.127 0.157
200 0.942 0.163 0.154
30* 0.583 0.183 0.186
450 0.431 0.183 0.079
600 0.556 0.159 0.088

K = 0.945 P : 0.760

To account for the approximate 5% of non-coverage, dividc 0,760 by 0.945 to obtain the assumed
total amount of radiated power for the whole hemisphere relative to incident power (=l.0):

P 0.760
-= "= 0.804 = Pt"

K 0.945

The mismatch loss, for this example is:

LM 1 0 log (1 0) -10 log (0.804' ) 0.947 dB, (17)

which represents a SWR of 2.59.

4.5 GAIN QUALITY

Having determined IP1, gain quality independent of mismatch loss is now calculatable.
The average power gain is. in effect. increased to account for impedance mismatch by dividing
the measured/ calculated average gain gý, by the coefficient of transmission, P,. This ratio rela-
tive io ,he gain of a quarter-wave monopole at the same elevation angle, Ca, is the gain quality
factor for ust for QF:

Gain Quality = GQ (- P . (18)

8



4.6 QUALITY FACTOR EQUATION

Quality factor, being the product of circular quality [Eq.(6)] and Sain quality [Eq. (18)],
is finally defined for a given conical-cut elevation angle, V-. as:

QF=14 'I]- ý'i ,/g•Pt\ (19)

N j=lI <

where

N = number of data points, typically 360 for a single pattern

= power gain of the jt' data point

g4 = mean pyýwer gain for the conical-cut pattern at elevation angle. ,

( )<, = ust; only resultant values within the parentheses that are less than I

Pt = power transmission coefficient

Sgo = power gain of a quarter-wave monopole at elevation angle, t#.

4.7 APPARENT SWR

Knowing P1 allows the calculation of other related characteristics, all repeated or
summarized below,

Pt -- power transmission: coefficient = (I -- p2) Pirc
where PMV is assumed to be unity. (20)

1,. z mismatch loss in dB = -10 log (I - p-•) (21)

,l -powcr reflection coefficient = I -. Pt• (22)

p voltage reflection coefficient (23)

SWR 0 + p);,(I p). (24)

SWR calculated in this manner from Pt will be called -apparent SWR" to distinguish it
from more conventional direct measurement of SWR. The accuracy of apparent SWR deter-
mined from patterns has not as yet been estimated. Overall accuracy will be a function of: (1)
,he calibration accuracy and prccedure for the reference quarter-wave monopoles. (2) the toler-
ances of the APR equipment. (3) the clectrical stability of all the -f corponents and equip-
,ieni. both active and passive, employed for pattern trmcasurements, and (4) the soundness of
tile assumption that a conicakut pattern is a reasonable representation of pattern behavior
within the brief range of elevation anglms above and below.

If apparent SWR is determined for a set of conical-cut paterns of a reference quarter-
wave monopo!e, the result should be 1.0. Ary great vaiatlkn fiom I. will indicate ai, instru-
mentation problem. Very small departures shoukd be indicative only of equ&pnvnt toterances.
ILarge deviations warrant investigations foc the caiscs.

9



5. COMPARIS )NS AMONG MEAN, ST ANDARD DEVIATION, COEFFICIENT
OF VARIAT!ON, AND GAIN REFERENCES FOR PATTERN DATA

Assume that from a set of dB gain values, mean gain, standard deviation, and coeffi-
cient are determined. Then convert the resultant dB values of the three statistical character-
istics to power or field values. These power or field values of the statistical characteristics will
diffir frc:n the nean gain, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation obtained directly
from a column of power gain ,values, or a column of field gain values, where both the set of
power gain values and the set of field gain values were derived from the original set of dB gain
values.

The first column of Table 3 is an abbreviated set of gain data from a measured radia-
tion pattern. The gain reference for this example is the maximum gain of a quarter-wave
monopole. The units are dB, and for this gain reference is designated as dBq. The second and
.nird columus are the equivalent power (PWRq) and field (voltage) (FLDq) gains: PWRq =
log' (dBq/ 10); FLDq = log-' (dBq/20).

The fourth through sixth columns are the same gain data but in units of dBi, power
(PWRi), and field (FLDi) gain values relative to an isotropic radiator, where

GdBi = GdBq + 5.161 dB. (24)

Any f the six columns could arguably be considered the appropriate set of values for
pattern gain use, and for the calculation ef statistical quantities. Let us look at the statistical
quantities of mean, standard de. iation, and coefficient o' vafiation [see Eq. t29)] as derived
from the six colunis of differing sets of numbere, each set represenaing the same radiation
pattern, though in differing units.

The statistical values at the bottom of Table 3 wi.hoit pa:entheses are derived from
the collmr. of gain values direcwly above. The values in parentheses are obtained from the
numbers without parentheses, ior example, it, Column 2, 0.698 :3 tne mean power gain, and
derived from that is the 1,561-dB gain and the .835-field gain. Similarly, in Column 4, 5.922 is
the dH standard deviation, while 3.910 and 1.977 are the power and field standard deviations,
respectively, derived from 5.922 dB.

A careful review of the three sets of rows Jf statistics, at the bottom of tle table,
labeled mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of ",ariauon, yields the followivg observations
and eonclusions:

I. Mean gains relative to isotropic arc 5.161 dB greater than the mean gains relative
to quarter-wave monopole, This difference i, the gain difference betý,,,.i the two referen-e
antennas (as shown in Eq. (24)], or 3.282 as a power ratio, and 1.812 as a voltage ratio.
Nothing unusual here.

2. Standard deviations for the two columns of dB valu. , dBq and dai. are identical.
1,b1s is because the values in the two columns differ by a constant difference value (5.161),

3. Standard deviatins for the two columns of power values differ by a ratio of
3.282, and ,tandard deviations for the two columns of field values differ by a ratio of 1.812.
Bloth these ratios are equivalent to 5.161 dB. the difference of the gain refcrenc,,-.

4. Coefficientv of variatinn derived from dB values are meaningless, For a:.y set of
values not bounded by ?ero (such as these dB values which straddle zero) the zocfficicnt of
variation i,- invalid. For such sets of numrbers. when the value of the rcan approaches zero,
"the coefficient of variation becomes increasingly larger, 'ccunixng infinite when the mean
equals -cro (regardless of the standard deviation).
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Table 3. Comparisons among mean, standa.d deviation, and coefficient of variation
for units of dB, power and field (volts), and for two gain references. All six columns

represent the same radiation intensity from an antenna.

Gain Relative to Gain Relative to
Quarter-wave Monopole Isotropic Radiator

dBq PWRq FLDq dBi PWRi FLD1

-7.9 0.1622 0.4027 -2.739 0.5322 0.7295
-20.6 0.0087 0.0933 -15.439 0.0286 0.1691

-9.0 0.1259 0.3548 -3.839 0.4131 0.6428
-6.4 0.2291 0.4786 -1.239 0.7518 0.8671
-5.5 0.2818 0.5309 -0.339 0.9249 0.9617
-6.8 0.2089 0.4571 -1.639 0.6856 0.8280
-8.0 0.1585 0.3981 -2,839 0.5201 0.7212
-4.4 0.3631 0.6026 0.761 1.1915 1.0916

-11.8 0.0661 0.2570 -6.639 0.2168 0.4656
-4.9 0.3236 0.5689 0.261 1.0619 1.0305
-1.7 0.6761 0.8222 3.461 2.2187 1.4895
-6.6 0.2188 0,4677 -1.439 0.7180 0.8473
-0.9 0.8128 0.9016 4.261 2.6675 1.6332

1.1 1.2882 1.1350 6.261 4.2277 2.0561
3.3 2.1380 1.4622 8.461 7.0162 2.6488
4,0 2.5119 1,5849 9.161 812433 2.8711
3.3 2.1380 1.4622 8.461 7.0162 2,6488

-0.7 0.8511 0.9226 4.461 2.7932 1.6713

Mean =

dD -4.639 (-.1.561) (-2.890) 0.522 53.598) (2.265)
pwr (0.344) 0.698 (0.514) (1.128) 2.290 (1.685)
f(d (0.586) (0.835) 0,717 (1.062) 1.513 (1.298)

Std. dcv.

d l 5.922 (-1.124) (.-7,351) 5.922 (4.035) (-2,192)
pwr (3,910) 0,772 (0,184) (3,910) 21532 (0.604)
Ild (1.977) (0.879) 0.429 (1.977) (1.591) (0V777)

Coof. of Vat.

dlH -1.2770 (0.438) (-4.451) 11.342* (0.438) (-4.451)
pwr 1.106 (0.359) 1.106 0.359
(Id (1.052) 0.599 (1.052) (0.599)

Omeatni numbtrin
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5. Coefficients of variation for the two power columns are identical, and similarly
for the two field columns.

6. The means derived from dB, power and field values are not transformable (equat-
able) from one to the other.

An example is presented. The 0.698 mean power gain relative to a quarter-wave
monopole has an equivalent dB value of 10 log (0.698) = -1.561 dB, and an equivalent field
value of (0.698)h = 0.835. Neither of these values matches the values derived from the column
of dB values (-4.639 dB) or from the column of field values (0.717).

7. Standard deviations of dB, power, and field values also are not transformable
(equatable) from one to the other.

8. Coefficients of variation of dB, power, and field values are not transformable
(equatable) from one to the other.

6. CURRENT ANTENNA PATTERN RANGE (APR) STATISTICS PRACTICE

Currently the antenna pattern statistical summary sheets have mean gains and
"standard deviation" derived from the field values of pattern gains, but expressed in dB. Using
Table 3 as an example (see third column), the mean (dB) and standard deviation (dB) as
currently calculated and used at the APR are:

mean = 20 log (0.717) = -2.89 dHq (25)

"std. dev." = 20 log (0.429) = -7.35 dB (26)

What does a "standard deviation" of 20 log (0.429) really mean? Wtt L) the denomi-
nator of the ratio represented by 0.429? It is 1.0; but 1.0 what? A negatiw i"',aadard devia-
tion" is also confusing.

Also note what occurs when a different reference is used for patte.ii gpin. say an
isotropic radiator instead of a quarter-wave monopole. The values for mean nnd "standard
deviation" are now (see Table 3. column 6)

mean = 20 log (I.298) = 2.27 d Bi, (27)

"std. dev." = 20 log (0.777) = -2.19 dB. (28)

The difference byetween the two means (-2.89 and 2.27) is the diffcoence between the
two gain standards; that is expected. The difference in "standard deviatio"' (4-7,351 and

2.192) is also the same as the difference in the gain standards. Standard &it,,ation is supposed
to represent the dispersion of a set of values relative to their mean. it is d~ifrik'lt tA have a real-
istic understanding of the magnitude of dispersion of data if "standard devkar.on" an differ
from .7.35 to 2.19 d B, depending on the gain reference used for pattern gaik Vwtvurements.

"Standard deviation." as currently obtained, leads to confusion in unorrs.a~vding the
results. It is obtained by first calculating the "standard deviation" of the field pain values (rela-
"tive to quarter-wave monopole). and then converting that result into dB. "Standard deviation"
of the field gains results in a value less than onc. When expressed in dB. large negative dB
values of "standard deviation" result from small dispersion of gain values, and small negative
dB value•s result from large dispersion of gain values (see Table 3. third column. "standard
deviation" values of 0,429 and 7.35 dB. as an example). "Standard deviation." properly used,
has larger values representing larger dispersions of data and no negative numbers.

12



7. CASE FOR COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION

Coefficient of variation (V) can be effectively used as a replacement for standard devia-
tion of a set of field gain values in order to present a more understandable quantification of
data dispersion:

a std. dev.
V (- - 29)

X mean

Note that coefficient of variation is a unitless value. It more meaningfully portrays
the extent of variability, because it gets away from the absolute units of standard deviation,
accounts for the specific value of the mean, and compares the standard deviation relative to the
mean - sort of a "normalized standard deviation."

For the example discussed in Section 6, and for both sets of field values (for the two
gain references):

o 0.429 0.777
V =. . . .= - 0.599 . (30)

g 0.717 1.298

The coefficient of variation shows the standard deviation for both sets of field gain
data as 59.9% of the arithmetic mean, which is more understandable than the calculated values
of standard deviation (0.429 and 0.777), which differ and convey little insight.

Coefficient of variation is proposed for use for the antenna pattern statistical summary
sheets instead of the presently used "standard deviation" in dB.

8. STATISTICS FOR THE ANTENNA PATTERN STATISTICAL SUMMARY

Equations for pattern statistics for the antenna pattern statistical summary sheets,
the antenna design engineer, and APR use are delineated in this section (statistics for commu-
nication link analysis are in Section 9). Antenna field gains for the antenna patterns statistical
summary are rcferenced to the maximum measured gain of a quarter-wave monopolc. Two
sets of statistics arc to be derived; one for ground wave only. and the other for space wave
(sky wame). Except as noted, the equations presented below are used for both ground and
space wavts.

8.1 STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR GROUND WAVE

tiF ground wave is a common and important mode of rf propagation. Statistics for
ground wave, which utilizes vertical polarization only, should not be distorted by data from
horizontal polarizotion and by data from higher elevation angles. Only radiation patterns for
vertical polarizat,.no it the lowest possible elevation angle are used (0 deg is preferable, but
5 deg is typically .d at NOSC with negligible error). Block composites need not be used for
ground wave statistics. since there is only a single contributing conical-cut pattern; hence, the
values of means, coefficient, and standard deviation will not differ.

13



8.2 STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPACE WAVE (SKY WAVE)

Whereas the statistics derived for ground wave pattern behavior are derived from a
series of frequencies at only the lowest elevation angle, space wave pattern statistics encompass
all the elevation angles measured (typically six) through a range of frequencies. Space wave
pattern statistics are derived from field gain values of the total power patterns, consLting of the
sum of the powers of the horizontal and vertical polarization patterns [see Eq. (1)].

8.3 THE STATISTICS EQUATIONS

8.3.1 Mean Gain (1; a)

The mean gain is derived from the field gain values for the conical-cut pattern of inter-
est. The mean field gain is:

N

- g, (31)

and the mean gain expressed in dB is:

G =20 log (g) (32)

where

j = jth data point

N number of measured data points, typically 360 (every degree in azimutih)

g, field gain of the j1h data point

8.3.2 Mean Gain, Block Composhe (jB ; Gs)

The block composite consists of the typically six ( M) conical-cut patterns for space
waves at a given frequency. Expressed as field gain, the block composite mean gain is

M NJ ki cos 4j1 (33)

j=l NJ + N2 +. .. + NN

and expressed in dB. it is

Gci = 20 log (g a).

where

NJ = number of measured data points (typically 360) contributing to the mean,
of the j'h pattern

93j = mean gain for the jth data point
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M = number of patterns (elevaiion angles)

(cos tA) = weighting factor used to compensate for decreasing areas as k increases

_ 0j = elevation angle of the j'h conical-cut pattern

For some antennas, such as the 2- to 6-MHz fan, which may also be used for receiving
through a wider frequency range (2-12 MHz), two block composites may be used, one for
transmit (G6BC tx), and the other for receive (GBc tx).

8.3.3 Mean Gain, Overall Composite (oA; GoA)

The overall composite includes the pattern gains for all the frequencies.
L

gOA = 1 (34)
Sjl N, + N2 + +N

and expressed in dB, it is

GOA = 20 Iog (g90A) d qB.

where

NI = number of measured data points contributing to the mean, gj,. of the jth
frequency

= nmean field gain for the j1h frequency; this is from block composites for sky
waves, or mean gains for ground wave patterns

L z number of means (for frequencies) contributing to the overall composite.

8.3.4 Standard Deviation (oagc)

Standard deviation, representing the dispersion of values of the data points making up
the mean gain. is calculated for the purpow of determining the coefficient of variation, but is
not printed out on any pattern statistical sumnmary sheet. The standard deviation is

(91 (35)
---- •-•iJ=l

where

g) = field gain of the of the ith data point

g = mean field gain

N = number of measurd data points, typically 360

j = jih data point.
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8.3.5 Standard Deviation, Block Composite (asc)

This block composite standard deviation is calculated as a step in determining the
block composite coefficient of variation and is not printed out on the pattern statistical
summary sheet. The block composite v&lue is obtained by iterating Eq. (36) for each conical-
cut pattern, using respective a, g, N, and ip values. The initial calculation includes the two sets
of values of the first two patterns. The resultant a, g, and N is used in the next iteration, which
will now also include the a, g, N, and kU values representing the next conical-cut pattern. The a
resulting from the final iteration is the block composite standard deviation:

UB 12 Njl+N~a 2  a2NI N2(g', - g,2)2  (36ON, + N2  (NI + N2 )2

where

N I & N2 = number of measured data points for patterns I and 2, respectively (typically
360 for a single pattern)

(5 & a2 = standard deviations for patterns I and 2, repectively

g', & g,'2 = cos tI, and k2 cos 4r2 for patterns I and 2, respectively. Cos 1A is
ignored when g (and associated a and N) represents the results(s) of
combining two or more sets of a, g. N. and 4r.

The values of field gain and of N to use for a subsequent iteration are given as:

S~N, g, + N, g2
8-1.--2~, = (37a)

N, + N 2

NI.2- N, + N, . (37b)

For example, assume o,. and cr.. have been calculated for data sets I and 2. and 3
and 4. with mean gains of 91,. and g),. respectively.

The block composite standard deviation for these four pattern data sets is:

(NI ÷N2)ao,2
2 + (N) + N4 )o1 .4 2

Ot I. =. N,. + N -2 + 3 +N

(N1 I N2) (N + N4) (g1,2 '- (38)+ " - - " /(38)
(N, + N ) N + N4)2

8.3.6 Standard Deviation, Overall Composite (OOA)

The overall composite standard deviation for space waves is a combining of teac block
composite of the sky wave patterns. For ground waves the overall composite standard devia-
tion consists of the standard deviations (treated as block composites) of the ground wave
patterns. This OoA is not part of the pattern statistical summary sheet, but is used to dewcrminc
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the overall composite coefficients of variation. The equations and manipulations are similar
to Eq. (36), (37), and (38). Overall composite standard deviation for a combination of two
(I & 2) block composites is:

(M IUBCI + M 2 UBjy MI M2(9BcI - BC.2 )2\1 (
UOA 1,2 k MI + M 2  (MI + M 2) 2  ) (39)

where

M, and M2  = number of test points, which is the sum of all the test points of all the
patterns contributing to block composite I (BCI), and to block
composite 2 (BC2). respectively

oBCI and acB2 = the standard deviations of block composites one and two, respectively

gBC, and gBC2 - the mean field gains of the data points of block composites one and
two, respectively.

The mean field gain for the two block composites, g&CI and ga. is:

M1 g1 1c1 + Mi2 gec.?
gOA ,2 kC (40)MI + M2

And, for combining two composite combinations such as 0 0A 1.2 and OoA 3.4 for an overall
composite, the equation is (like Eq. (38)]:

(M!~~ OA I ý2a2 + (M) + M 4)0OA 3,4.,

UOALZ4-- M, + M2 + M3 + M 4

(MI + M2) (M1 + M4 ) (g.90  • go^...4) "
+ (41)(M I + M• 2 M) + M,1)2

For calculating standard deviation overall composites for ground waves, use the g's and
o's (instead of gtic, and all() from the ground wave patterns for all the measured frequencies.

8.3.7 Coefficient of Variation (V)

Coefficient of variation is like a normalied standard deviation, It is a tinizless value
expressing the amount of data dispersion for a given pattern deviation. (see Sections 5 and 6).
For ground wave pattern statistics the equation is:

oZ (42)

whicre

o Z standard deviation [see Eq. (35)]

= mean field gain [see Eq. (31)].
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8.3.8 Coeffident of Variation, Block Composite (VK)

This block composite is the ratio of the block composite standard deviation relative to
the corresponding block composite mean gain:

UBC
VBC -: (43)

gBC

where

aBC = block composite standard deviation [see Eq. (36) and (38)]

gD = block composite mean field gain (see Eq. 33).

8.3.9 Coeffident of Variation, Overall Composite (VoA)

This overall composite is the ratio of the overall composite standard deviation relative
to the corresponding overdll composite mean gain

VOA -OA (44)
0A

where

aOA overall composite standard deviation [see Eq. (39) and (41)]

9oA overall mean field gain [see Eq. (34)].

8.3.10 Quality Factor (QF)

QF is defined by Eq. (19) for a given conical-cut pattern. For ground wave it is calcu-
lated for only vertical polarization at the lowest elevation angle measured (typically 5 deg).

8.3.11 Quality Factor, Block Composite (QF&C)

The block composite for quality factor is simply the mean value of the contributing
QF's at a givvn frequency. It is used for only sky wave patterns:

MI I

where

M = number of QF vaiues contributing to the block composite. typica!ly six. she
number of elevation angles measured

QF, = the j'l value of contributing quality factor.
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8.3.12 Quality Factor, Overall Composite (QFOA)

The overall composite for quality factor is the mean of the contributing QF's at a given
frequency. For sky waves, the contributing QF's are the block composites. For ground waves,
the contributing QF's are the ground wave QF's determined at each frequency.

L
QFoA =- L -I QFj, (46)

where

L = number of QF values contributing to the overall composite for the various
frequencies

QFj = the jih value of contributing quality factor.

9. PATTERN STATISTICS FOR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

All statistics for communication systems analysis ittilize only pattern gain values
referenced to an isotropic radiator and expressed in dBi. Except to determine the total power
pattern (Eq. (I)], no field gain values are used for this set of pattern statistics discussed in this
section. Equation (3) gives the gain relationship between an isotropic radiator and a quarter-
wave monopole.

Two sets of pattern statistics are to be provided for each frequency of measurement:
(1) ground wave only and (2) space wave. For ground vave pattern statistics, the dii values of
the data points for only the vertical polarization pattern of the lowest measured elevation angle
15 deg or less) are u-,cd. For space wave pattern statistics, the d1i values ot the combined
power pattern [Eq. (I)) are used.

The statistics equations for ground-wave-only use. and for sky wavc use are mostly
identical, Where differences esist. they will b1 noted,

Each set of pattern sgatistics for link analysis includes the following:

mean gain
standard deviation

median gain
5th and 95th pcrcentiles

lt and 9th decile

1st and 3rd uuarlil-c
cumativc frequency diagram
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9.1 MEAN GAIN

The mean gain equation is similar to Eq. (31), but uses dBi values in the summation:

N

0=_ G, (,47)
N j=l

where Gi = dBi gain of the jh data point.

9.2 MEAN GAIN, BLOCK COMPOSITE

For space wave block composite mean gain, the six (typically) elevation angles for

a single frequency contribute to the block composite. The gain at each elevation angle is
weighted by the cosine of the elevation angle.

M-. I j~Goj cos ij , dBi , (48)

where

Gi --mean gain of the conical-cut pattern, dBi

cos 0j weighting function to account for the elevation angle of pattern

j j"' pattern

M number of contical-cut patterns contributing to the block composite.

For some antennas, such as the 2- to 6- M Hz fan which may also be used for receiving
through a wider frequency range (2-12 MHz), two block composizes may be used, one for
transmit (Wt•-.t1.). and the other for receive (01W.pxl.

9.3 MEAN GAIN, OVERALL COMPOSITE

The overall composite includcs the patter gains for all the frequencis.

IL
('OA ' J:(49)

Lj=I

where

G1 = mean gain (dBi) for the j'h frequency. This is from block composites for sky
wave patterns, or from mean pins for ground wave patterns

L = number of means (for frequencies) contributing to the overall compositc.
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9.4 STANDARD DEVIATION

The standard deviation for a single conical-cut pattern is:

/.•- G_I= () dBi, (50)
N j=l

where

Gi = dBi gain of the jih data point

3 = mean gain of the conical-cut pattern [from Eq. (47)]

N = number of measured data points.

9.5 STANDARD DEVIATION, BLOCK COMtnJSITE

The block composite represents the st. Adard deviation for all the conical-cut patterns
(elevation angles) at a given frequency. The calculation is an iteration process as described in
7.3.5 for Eq. (36). The equation for co. bining two sets of data, where each set consists of a,
G, N, and C, is:

/'N,u1 2 + N2u 2
2  N1 N2 (G'1L _ 2)2\

'gBCI2 1 " - , (51)
( N1+ N2(N I + N2)2

where

N, & N2  = number of measured data points for patterns I and 2,
respectively

al & or. standard deviations for patterns I and 2. respectively

G', = G3 cos Vi and G', = G2 cos 12 for patterns I and 2,respectively. Cos .1 is
ignored when G (and a,,sociated a and N) represents the
result(s) of combining two or more sets of a, 6, N, end

-. G I & 6 2 are the dBi mean gains for patterns I and 2.
respectively.

The values of gain and of N to use for a subsequent iteration are given as:

Nt I G + N, G,
G G12 = dBi (52a)

N1 +N,

N1,2  1 + N2 . (52b)

A similar mcan gain, G3., is determined for patterns 3 and 4 having o1. .•3, and 04

"and 64, respectively.

The block composite standard deviation of alc. 1,1 and aHt. 3.1 that will provide a block
composite for aI, 02, a;,, and a, is:
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(N1 + N2)a1 ,22 + (N3 + N4)'3,42

BC 1,2,3,4 N +N2 + N3 + N4

(NI + N2) (N3 + N 4) (G1,2 - G3,A)2!S+/ (53)
+ (NI + N2 + N3 + N4 )2  (53

9.6 STANDARD DEVIATION, OVERALL COMPOSITE

The overall compc.site standard deviation for space waves is a combination of the
block composites of the sky wave patterns. For ground waves, the overal composite standard
deviation consists of the standard deviations (treated as block composites) of the ground wave
patterns.

The equations are the same as Eq. (39) through (41).

9.7 PERCENTILES: MEDIAN, QUARTILES, AND DECILES

Median, quartiles, and deciles are all subsets of percentiles. The median may be
considered the "average of position." Of a s-t of numbers, the median is the value with the
same number of test points larger in value as there are test points smaller in vaiue.

Quartiles (there are three) divide the array into four parts such that each pa,-t contains
the same number of test points. The second quartile is, of course, identical to the median (or
the 50th percentile). The first quartile divides the smaller-value half cf the array into equal
parts, and the third quartile divides the larger-value half of the array into equal parts.

Deciles are the nine points that divide the array into 10 equally populated groups.

It is assumed that the computer can handle array sizes of large numbers of data points,
and that grouping of data into classes will not be necessary.

Assume an array with N data points. The psitions (not value) of the following
percentiles within the array are:

(N + 1)
First quartile Q = -

4

2(N + 1)
Median = Mcd. :-Q. " - -,wcond quartile

S4 fifth docile

==• (N÷ I)

Third quartile = Q3 44

(N + I)
First dcile = D =-

10

9(N + 1)
Ninth decile = D9 -

10
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5(N + 1)
Fifth percentile = P5 =

"100

-- '--"•95(N + 1)
Ninty-Fifth percentile = P 95 -

100

j(N + 1)
jIll percentile = P; =

100

As stated, the results of the above equations are for the position within the array of
the percentile of interest. Once the percentile position is known, the percentile value can be
determined.

If the calculated result for a percentile position does not correspond exactly to a vaiue
in the array, an interpolation must be done to determine the correct value. For example,
suppose an array size of N = 360, then Q3 = 3(N + 1)/4 = 270.75. If the 2 7 0 th value of the array
were, for example, - 1.6 d Bi, and the 27 Is' value were - 1.0 dBi, then the value of the third quar-
tile (Q3) would be three-fourths (270.75-270) the way from -1.6 toward -1.0 dBi, or:

1-.6 + [.75 [(-t.0) - (-1.6)] -1.6 + (.75 x 0.6) = -1.15 dBi.

9.8 CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY DIAGRAM

A graph of a cumulative frequency diagram, also known as a "more-than" ogive, gives
an excellent giaphical portrayal of the distribution of gain values.

Numerical values for this diagram are obtained by using the equations of the previous
section. Obviously a graph of this type could be plotted first, and from it median, quartile,
etc.. values then visually determined.
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Figure 2. An example of a cumulaive frequenc'y d.iagrrn.
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10. CONCLUSIONS

1. No single quantity can describe an antenna pattern, though the proposed quality
factor may approach that objective. Besides reflecting pattern irregularity, QF values will now
spread through a larger "dynamic range," reflect low overall pattern gains, and are not biased
by antenna impedance mismatch loss.

2. For the Antenna Pattern Statistical Summary, mean gain derived from voltage
(field) values and converted to dBq, coefficient of variation, and quality factor will be the
recommended quantities for tabulation.

3. For communication systems analysis, quantities must be expressed in dBi, includ-
ing standard deviation. The statistical quantities to be tabulated, all derived from dBi gain
values, will be mean gain, standard deviation, median, first and third quartiles, the first and
ninth decile, and the fifth and ninty-fifth percentiles. Cumulative frequency diagrams (graphs)
will be printed for mean gains.

4. Though not discussed in the text, the gain values of a pattern do not have a
normal distribution. When the means of power gains expressed in dB, field (voltage) and
power are compared, the mean in dB has the lowest value, and the mean in power gain is the
highest. The distribution of field gains is closest to being normal.

5. Statistics of mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation calculated
using values of dB, field, or power are not transformable to either of the other units. For
example, the mean calculated from dB values is not equal to the mean calculated in field
(voltage) gain and then converted to dB.

6. The coefficient of var iation, which could be considered a "normalized standard
deviation," portrays unambiguously the amount of pattern dispersion. It is derived from field
gain values.

7. It is the opinion of the authors (1) that all pattern statistics should be derived
from field gain values; (2) that median and percentile values may represent the way to proceed
in the future, primarily because they are convertible among dB, field, and power units without
ambiguity: and (3) that median value is more meaningful than the mean when working with
skewed distributions.

8. Space wave statistics have overall composite values encompassirig a set of
measured pattern data for azimuth angles, elevation angles. frequencies, and both vertical and
horizontal polarizations. Ground wave statistics have overall composite values encompassing a
set of measu'ed pattern data f~r only vertical polarization at 5 dcg (or less) elevation angle,
azimuth angles, and frequencies (higher elevation angles and horizontal polarization are
excluded).
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11. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. It is recommended that the statistical entities discussed herein be incorporated
into the next version of the pattern data program for use at the APR for use by antenna design
engineers, in the antenna pattern statistical summary, and for communication system link
analysis.

2. It has not escaped our attention that this treatment of pattern statistics is still an
interim step. The major effort in the future will be to achieve a single set of statistics usable by
both the ship's antenna design engineer, and the link analysis engineer.

3. A CG 47 class ship should be selected from which to measure more than the usual
number of radiation patterns from a ship model. The principal objective is to ensure that the
derived pattern statistics become a useful and understandable instrument that reflect the real
world. Toward this end, various combinations of data will be evaluated, the presentation of
the data will be improved, and modifications made where necessary.
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